Introduction
conflict is costly, why does it occur? both parties believe they are the probable winner conflict is the obvious consequence.
Why do we fail to observe the expected loser appeasing the expected winner, thereby avoiding conflict and even worse losses?
Israeli-Palestinian fight dynamics of conflict and time-consistency
potential loser may not be willing to make a concession, because the potential winner cannot credibly commit to avoiding a conflict after receiving the concession winner's position strengthened, and he can demand more loser might choose not too make the initial concession, believing it will lead to slippery slope of further demands and further concessions in the baseline case of common beliefs and identical time preferences, and costly conflict, conflict can always be avoided by a series of small concessions, with both parties recognizing that there will be additional concessions in the future. 
Concession Indivisibilities
we have assumed the resource is divisible so small concessions are possible if indivisibilities are large, it may be impossible to satisfy the loser concession by Czechoslovakia of Sudetendland (led to Chamberlain's infamous "peace in our time" speech) Sudetenland mountainous area on the border essential to defense of Czechoslovakia not easily divisible concession so large that next demand by Nazi Germany wasf or all of Czechoslovakia appeasement might not work with large indivisibilities usual conclusion is that appeasement doesn't work but it can with small indivisibilities
